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Abstract
A vast array of popular and scholarly literature exists on every facet of effective team skills,
but it is not finding its way into most classrooms. Consequently, the majority of students have
bad teamwork experiences, despite the very high importance employers place on students
acquiring good team skills. This unacceptable state of affairs has been targeted through
online facilities that have been implemented (and often created) at QUT. These facilities
operate with a view to structuring and assessing team activities in university courses around
well-researched and widely valued principles of team practice, but without an overwhelming
workload for the teacher. The paper focuses particularly on the new TeamWorker web-based
system that helps students and teachers manage team processes through various scheduled
activities online and in class. Use of TeamWorker has simplified team creation, team
administration, and identification and rectification of dysfunctional teams.
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Why teamwork?
A recent survey of graduates from a variety of Australian universities found that the ability to contribute
positively to team-based projects was the skill most prized in the workplace (Scott & Yates, 2002). The
graduates ranked technical knowledge at only 29 out of 38 attributes.
Teams are seen as adding a powerful dimension to the workplace, combining the skills and creativity of a
diverse number of people in order to produce an effective outcome (McGourtey & deMeuse, 2001). Harvey
et al. (1997) stated that the highest level of workplace activity is one that uses transformative skills to
facilitate innovative teamwork. Romig (1996) identified the key to successful outcomes in business to be
teamwork that promotes employee participation in work-goal setting, goal measurement, work methods
improvement and problem solving. Wellins et al. (1994) put forward case studies of how successful
teamwork in 20 of the world’s largest companies brought about significant step changes in productivity and
innovation. Most professional bodies now list attributes, such as ‘works effectively with the team’ as a
mandatory capability for their members (for example, IEAust, 1999).
Consequently, universities around the globe have recognised the need for training of undergraduates in
teamwork skills. Students’ experiences in teams should provide them with opportunities for improved
interpersonal skills, effective communication, assertiveness, listening skills, ability to negotiate and
compromise, utilisation of diversity, conflict resolution, and so on.
However, developing teamwork skills in undergraduate students faces a number of problems:
· Most teachers are not skilled in teaching or assessing effective teamwork.
· Little if any training of students in team skills takes place.
· Oversight of the teams by the teacher is often minimal or non-existent.
It’s no wonder, then, that focus groups conducted by Hart et al. (2001) found that, although almost all
students had the opportunity to practice group work, few felt there was sufficient preparation for the
experience. Students spoke of widespread dissatisfaction with teamwork as illustrated by the following
quotations in Hart et al:
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it is just ‘form a group and go and do the work there is no structure or mention of how to do it
Group work is so unfair I hate group work
Hart et al. also commented that, ‘While they [the students] are given criteria for success they are not given
techniques to overcome difficulties. In particular, they feel that they are not well equipped to handle
conflict within the group and deal with group members who were not contributing appropriately.’
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Students felt that group work assessment was unfair because frequently only the outcome was assessed and
not students’ success in developing teamwork skills. Students also complained that there were rarely any
consequences for the loafer—the one who does not contribute effectively to the group process.
Buckenmyer (2000) sounded an important warning to universities by saying that these sorts of negative
experiences can sour students’ attitudes toward all team participation and may affect their performance in
teams in later employment. It comes as no surprise, therefore, that two of the three skill deficiencies most
commonly cited by employers about university graduates are a lack of communication skills and a lack of
interpersonal skills (DETYA, 2000).
Creation and incorporation of online facilities
In an attempt to provide useful learning experiences for students which would help them develop their
interpersonal and teamwork skills without unnecessary angst, the author has progressively developed both
in-class and complementary online activities and facilities since 1999. The following subsections of this
paper describe trials of three progressively more comprehensive online facilities, in combination with in-
class face-to-face training in or oversight of teamwork.
Trial 1: Email
In 1999 a new, large (300 students) first-year engineering unit included a spaghetti bridge-building team
activity. Two hours of in-class training were scheduled, together with one-minute meetings between the
teacher and each of the 45 teams twice per semester. Email was used to notify teams that seemed to be in
difficulty, and to arrange meetings with the teacher to help the teams overcome problems. Email was also
very useful in following up on how these teams were implementing agreed solutions.
However, this process was seriously encumbered as follows:
· The team minutes inspected by the teacher during the brief meetings were often disorganised,
sketchy, incomplete and even artificially manufactured, reflecting poorly organised teams.
· There was no simple mechanism for students to raise anonymously their true feelings about their
team, its operation, or their fellow team members, loafers, and so on.
· Close control over team operation was difficult so some students changed teams as it suited them,
leading to some teams having only a few members and other teams being overloaded.
· Managing teams via email has serious limitations. As Digenti (2003) wrote, ‘Email is not an
effective team history, sequence, or tasking tool. It’s also particularly poor for managing processes
that occur in stages or in multiple versions over long time periods’.
Trial 2: Online reflection tool
In 2001 QUT’s web-based Student Capability Profile (SCP) became available for trial. It’s a tool primarily
for students to enter confidential reflections on issues set up by the teacher, and for the teacher to give
confidential feedback on those reflections. The SCP was created by a team of academics, including the
author, from the Faculty of Built Environment and Engineering. A second-year civil engineering unit of 80
students contained a major semester-long team project and so was ideal for this trial.
Online activities in the SCP required students to do two things:
· Conduct an audit of their level of proficiency in graduate capabilities, including team skills.
· Reflect on the progress of their teams by entering into the SCP a paragraph of their personal
thoughts, once a fortnight. In previous years, students had submitted these reflections to the teacher
as email attachments, but this was cumbersome to administer and awkward to assess. Online
submission made the process speedier and more manageable.
Students appreciated the purpose and function of the web-based SCP as shown by the following sample of
comments drawn from their reflections:
I have learned by the [SCP] weekly journals that I should study in groups or teams to maximize my
learning style and the depth at which I learn the unit.
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The SCP makes me think about how I can go about resolving any problems I am having and the
feedback given is a huge help.
After taking the self audit in week one, I recognised what my weaknesses are and that I must strengthen
them, I guess that is the whole reason for the SCP.
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Because the reflections could be viewed only by the student and the teacher, students became quite honest
in their comments about their team’s performance. The SCP effectively became a ‘window’ for the teacher
into the inner workings of each of the teams allowing some identification of incipient problems in different
teams. Emails were sent to any such teams, noting the problem and requiring the team to either take steps to
rectify the matter or meet with the teacher if the team felt it needed help.
From students’ comments and from surveys it was clear that the combination of confidential online
reflections and follow-up via email helped reduce, though not eliminate, the frequency of loafing among
teams and the severity of team-splitting conflict, as illustrated by comments from three teams:
After meeting with Martin on Wednesday and discussing the situation, it was decided that the group
would meet with Martin on a weekly basis to determine whether xxxx is functioning as an effective
team member. I am pleased that the situation was handled professionally by Martin…
In last two weeks, our team was going quite good, because we received an e-mail from Martin, saying
that one of our team member is being slack. That made everyone in our team turn up to the next
meeting, and we discussed about this problem and solved it.
After the E-mail Martin sent to each of us I think that we all realised that we hadn't been doing our fair
share. Since then the team has been running better than it has all semester.
Nevertheless, this approach had its drawbacks:
· Students were allocated to teams by the teacher, using official unit enrolments as at the first day of
the semester. This allocation led to some teams being seriously short of people due to the normal
process of students’ changing their enrolments in the first few weeks of semester.
· Reading and assessing 80 students’ reflections every fortnight was important for the trial but was an
unsustainable workload for the teacher.
· Finding the many email addresses for dysfunctional teams was tedious and time consuming.
· Most teams still experienced confusion and disorganisation, as indicated by haphazard minutes,
irregular team meetings and uncertainty about allocated tasks and future meetings.
· Structured paper-based peer evaluations and subsequent feedback were possible, but the workload in
administering 320 assessments (four per student, 80 students) each time was too great.
· Vast amounts of information on effective team skills existed on paper and on many web sites, but
managing the volume of information was beyond the students and the teacher.
Team work online
Despite the huge quantity of literature on teamwork in areas such as scholarly research, helpful hints, case
studies, theory, practice, and psychology of teams, little of this work is finding its way into most
classrooms. However, it is relatively easy to identify the characteristics for effective undergraduate teams
from the literature (for example, Young & Henquinet, 2000; IIML, 2003; Isaacs, 2003; McGourtey &
DeMeuse, 2001). Effective teams exist when members of teams:
· have at least one attribute in common;
· receive clear instruction on effective team function and have access to related resources;
· have clear goals and ground rules;
· have regular, structured meetings;
· maintain good, accessible records of the deliberations of those meetings;
· undertake and receive feedback on repeated anonymous peer evaluation of their team;
· are assessed on their team function as well as on the project output;
· have fair processes for dealing with non-performing members, documented by the team;
· have prompt feedback on the success or otherwise of their team’s performance;
· become aware of and reflect on their own abilities and performance.
So, what teachers need is not another study into how teams work, but instead a kit with which they can
create experiences for their students that address the above characteristics. Teachers should be able to
install the kit in their unit with ease and tailor it to their unit’s activities. The kit must be able to guide
students through and assess them on the practice of effective teamwork without a large teacher workload.
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Team Developer (McGourtey & DeMeuse, 2001) is a kit or system that requires the teacher to set up
assessment questions and team lists on floppy disks for each student. Students use the disks to evaluate
themselves and their peers, returning the disk to the teacher for collation of the team’s evaluations and
feedback to the students. This cumbersome system allows a team member to have timely feedback on what
their fellow members think of that person’s performance, and confidentiality of the originator of a given
rating is maintained by reporting only the mean of the ratings from each team member.
Freeman and McKenzie (2002) described a similar system for peer evaluation, but which is web based and
known as SPARK (self and peer assessment resource kit). Its rating system is similar to Team Developer’s,
but it applies factors to ratings before combining them together for feedback to students. Because it runs via
a web browser, input by the teacher is minimal and feedback is immediate.
Though Team Developer and SPARK are a step forward in improving team processes via a degree of
reflection and evaluation, neither is able to deal with the critical issues of team management, record
keeping, meeting structure identified earlier. What is needed is an online system which enables teacher and
students to address all the characteristics of effective teamwork listed earlier and to overcome the
deficiencies identified in the previous attempts at meaningful teamwork tasks for students.
In 2003, as part of a QUT Teaching Fellowship, the author created an online web-based system known as
TeamWorker; it builds on the experiences of Trials 1 and 2 described earlier and on some of the concepts
adopted by Team Developer and SPARK. Typical screens from TeamWorker are in Figures 1 and 2.
Figure 1: Student entry screen in TeamWorker
TeamWorker provides a comprehensive team management tool with the following facilities for students:
· Mandatory registration with the system in order to be allocated to a team; this process filters out
students who leave the unit very early, leading to much more stable teams.
· A mandatory self-evaluation exercise, to sensitise students to their own skills in teamwork.
· Quick access to fellow team members’ day-to-day phone numbers and email addresses.
· Advice and guidance on how successful teams work and, more importantly, a step-by-step process
on how to deal with loafers which mimics standard workplace processes.
· Ability to create an email addressed to the whole team or teacher with only two mouse clicks.
· A peer evaluation facility similar in operation to Team Developer and SPARK, but as a wholly
integrated part of the team management system.
· A team and self-reflection facility similar to the SCP.
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· Ability to submit structured meeting minutes recording member attendance, past and future
allocated tasks, member completion of tasks, current and future meeting details, key decisions.
· Ability to submit a team’s goals and a structured plan.
· A Quandary-style simulation to help students run effective team meetings.
· Ability for students to view information or records or evaluations about their team or themselves
which they or fellow team members have entered.
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· Quick access to a chronological list of activity deadlines that the teacher has set for them.
· Quick access to details of the team’s planned meetings.
· A chat room to permit online meetings for when a face-to-face meeting is not convenient.
Figure 2: TeamWorker screen showing minutes, peer evaluation, reflection options
TeamWorker allows the teacher to do the following:
· inspect any and all entries which students have made into TeamWorker;
· allocate students to teams in a variety of ways; administer those students and teams;
· set up activities students must perform;
· set up an email to any student or to a whole team with only two clicks of the mouse; generate a
status report on all the students and teams; and
· receive at weekly intervals automatically generated emails showing exceptions (that is, of those
teams or students that are not performing to an appropriate standard).
The teacher can choose to be closely involved by regularly inspecting recorded meeting minutes and
evaluations and reflections, or be minimally involved by simply receiving the weekly emailed exception
reports. TeamWorker does all the record keeping and administering of tasks and deadlines, and can call the
teacher in, as it were, only when a team or person is not functioning appropriately. The teacher can set the
number and frequency of students’ tasks using all or none of the recording/reflecting/evaluating tools in the
system. TeamWorker can therefore be installed in and tailored to a unit quite easily. Through the set tasks,
activities and help in the system, students can be firmly guided to think about and to practise effective
teamwork skills.
Details of the TeamWorker trial
The TeamWorker system was trialled in 2003 in a first-year engineering unit of 80 students. The unit
covers difficult concepts of applied mechanics and has two design-build-test team projects. Seven one-hour
in-class training sessions included team goals and ground rules, running efficient meetings, dealing with
loafers and conflict, and team brainstorming. Students sat in teams and participated in discussions on the
topic of the day and were shown relevant parts of TeamWorker.
Required (that is, assessed) activities for the students were set up by the teacher. TeamWorker’s
‘Deadlines’ page listed each of these activities as a hotlink for quick access by students, together with each
activity’s cutoff date and the marks associated with it. The online activities were as follows;
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· Each student had to register with TeamWorker by the end of Week 1 of the semester by entering a
phone number at which they could be contacted by teammates and the postcode of their semester
residence, and by undertaking the self-evaluation exercise in TeamWorker.
· Registered students were allocated by the teacher to teams according to their postcode, making it
easier for students to have face-to-face team meetings outside university.
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· Each team had to submit each week via TeamWorker the minutes of at least one meeting in that
week, noting the meeting attendances, tasks completed, key decisions described earlier.
· Twice in the semester, students had to evaluate their own and their team mates’ performance against
five criteria, viewing only the mean of their teammates’ evaluations of them.
· Mid-semester, students had to work through a simulated team meeting in TeamWorker in which
they had to choose how to handle different difficult scenarios.
· At mid-semester and in the final week of the semester, each student had to submit a paragraph
comprising their reflections of how they and their team were showing effective team practices. The
mid-semester reflection used a facility in TeamWorker which allows a team to see each of the
members’ reflections but not to know who wrote them. In this way, members were able to say in
writing what they may have felt reluctant to say face-to-face in meetings. The end-of-semester
reflection, however, was confidential to the student and teacher and constituted a summary of a
student’s views about their progress in team skills.
Outcomes of the TeamWorker trial
Actions and interventions
The unit nominally had 90 students enrolled on the first day of the semester, but by the end of Week 1 only
80 had registered with TeamWorker. At the beginning of Week 2, those students were assigned to teams of
four students per team via TeamWorker’s allocation facility. The ten students who did not register with
TeamWorker had apparently dropped out of the unit very early without cancelling their enrolment. The
TeamWorker registration process, therefore, eliminated the disheartening problem of early team attrition
experienced by teams in other units (and described in Trials 1 and 2 above).
Each required activity in the trial had to be completed by the end of a given week (that is, midnight
Sunday) of the semester. The following day (that is, on Monday mornings), TeamWorker sent the teacher a
summary report of the status of each student and team, containing four tables of information as follows:
· the number of students enrolled and/or registered;
· the activities due to be completed prior to the date of the report
· for each team, the number of meetings that team had recorded in TeamWorker;
· for each student, the number of meetings that student had attended, the number of tasks (allocated
by the team to that student) which they had completed, and how many other of the required
activities they had completed to date (that is, peer evaluations, simulations, reflections).
Week by week it was very easy to see, therefore, which teams and students were progressing as required,
which teams were beginning to become dysfunctional and which students were dropping to an
unacceptable level of commitment to the team, that is ‘loafing’. By the beginning of Week 4 there were
four teams showing these signs. But, despite having the process of dealing with loafers openly discussed in
class and clearly described in TeamWorker, those four teams were reluctant to begin the process.
From the experience of running numerous undergraduate team activities over many years it’s apparent to
the author that there’s a high level of tolerance among students to loafers in their teams. However, anger
and frustration in those teams build steadily as the weeks pass and then quickly boil to the surface when the
workload on the contributing students escalates as a completion deadline looms. By then, unfortunately, it’s
too late to rectify the matter. In the trial of TeamWorker, its team-email facility enabled the teacher to
easily notify all members in the four identified dysfunctional teams and require them to take action. Brief
meetings with those teams at the next class showed that they had begun either to rectify the matter or that
they needed help in developing a plan of action to deal with the issues.
Without easy access to the summary reports of each team’s and each student’s progress such as those
TeamWorker provided, it’s hard to see how such constructive intervention and rectification by the teacher
could be achieved, unless with a large and unsustainable teacher workload like that reported in Trial 2
above.
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Student responses to the trial
At the time of submitting this paper, this trial of TeamWorker was not complete. However, a detailed
Likert-type survey of 30 questions was conducted with the students; a sample of the survey is in Figure 3.
Figure 3: Sample of 5-point Likert survey questions
The key outcomes of that survey are as follows.
· Students strongly agreed that such team exercises were important for their career, showing the good
will among students about the trial.
· The bulk of students either agreed or strongly agreed that: an online approach to managing the team
and recording its actions was much more useful than a paper-based approach; and having the
required tasks in an online ‘Deadlines’ list helped students to keep on track.
· The bulk of students agreed that the minutes to be entered in TeamWorker were an appropriate
representation of their meetings; keeping meetings in TeamWorker informed about their next
meeting; class training showed them how a team should operate; their team was better able to
function compared to units without training; it was good TeamWorker enabled the teacher to see
whether their team was heading into difficulties; peer evaluations helped them understand how they
were contributing to their team; TeamWorker was easy to use and navigate around; it was helpful
knowing there was a clear process in TeamWorker for dealing with loafers; TeamWorker helped
them keep track of how the other members of their team were performing.
The survey also identified three areas where students were collectively ambivalent. First, they were not sure
that the self-evaluation exercise they did at the time of initial registration with TeamWorker was of any
benefit in helping them work with their team. They were unsure also of how the Running a Meeting
simulation helped them with effective meetings. The third area of ambivalence was that the overwhelming
majority of students indicated they were neutral about the email-based intervention process for
dysfunctional teams; this is to be expected because most teams were functioning well and therefore were
not recipients of such emails. The responses indicate that a more probing assessment of the efficacy of the
facilities is required; this will be conducted via focus groups.
The initial trial identified, therefore, certain strengths and weaknesses in TeamWorker; a more detailed
evaluation using the Flashlight approach is planned for 2004 via a trial in a unit with 300 students.
Conclusion
The paper describes a process of implementing progressively more comprehensive online facilities into
team projects in certain engineering undergraduate units. The final step in that process was the creation and
trialling of the TeamWorker web-based system which allows detailed management of teams by the teacher,
without the large workload usually accompanying such a task. TeamWorker allows the teacher to: create
and administer student teams; specify a variety of regular tasks for students, including detailed meeting
records, peer evaluations, reflections and team process simulations; inspect all information students enter
into the system; and receive by email regular summary reports of the progress of all teams and students.
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The trial of TeamWorker was seen by students as a positive exercise which worked in well with the in-class
activities on effective team skills. Essentially, the students saw TeamWorker as a useful resource for
enforcing regimen in their teams and for providing opportunity for oversight of the teams by the teacher.
The trial was seen to be successful by teaching staff in that the teams’ operation and progress was
systematically managed through TeamWorker with minimal effort and that identification of all
dysfunctional teams was straightforward, leading to timely intervention and rectification of problems.
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